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A B ST R A CT  
The aim of this work is to study the applicability of dispersive and nondispersive wave models for 
description of long wave propagation and run-up on a beach in the case ofconstant bottom depth merged 
with the beach of constant slope. Numerical simulations are performed in the framework of two models: 
(1) non-dispersive model, based on the Nonlinear Shallow Water (NSW) theory and (2) weakly dispersive 
model in the Boussinesq approximation, based on the modified Peregrine system. Both models use the 
finite-volume method with the second-order UNO2 reconstruction in space and the third-order Runge–
Kutta scheme with locally adaptive time steps. Both models also include a Manning friction term to take 
into account for friction effects on the sloping beach. 
The models are compared with experimental data for different types of waves: single waves, sine waves, bi-
harmonic signals and «vessel-like» wave trains, strongly modulated by frequency and amplitude. All used 
types of waves have the same main characteristic period (20 s) and parameter kh = 0.2, which corresponds 
to the shallow water wave conditions (here k is the wave number and h is the undisturbed water depth). 
However, bi-harmonic waves and «vessel-like» wave trains also included waves of shorter periods (10 s), 
kh = 0.4. The wave heights are varied in a wide range of values and include both weakly nonlinear and 
strongly nonlinear (breaking) waves.  
Experiments were carried out at the Large Wave Flume, Hannover, Germany (GWK FZK) using the piston 
type wave maker. The flume has a 251 m long section of constant depth merged with a plane beach with a 
slope angle 1:6, made out of rough asphalt, which justifies the inclusion of the friction terms. During 
experiments with single waves and sine waves, the beach slope was additionally covered by a smooth plastic. 
The water depth was kept constant at 3.5 m. Wave propagation along the constant bottom section was 
recorded by 16-18 wave gauges distributed more or less uniformly along the channel. 
Shown that for single waves and sine waves, the shallow water theory tends to overestimate the experimental 
data with a larger error comparing to the weakly dispersive theory. On the other hand, the (weakly) dispersive 
theory while enjoying a smaller error comparing to the nonlinear shallow water theory, but tends to 
underestimate slightly the experimentally measured run-up, which makes it a non-safe choice for tsunami 
hazard estimation. Therefore, for a more accurate forecast we recommend to use the enhanced dispersive 
theory or the complete hydrodynamic equations. However, for the first rough and “safe” estimate, it is 
enough to use the classical nonlinear shallow water equations. We would like to stress out the fact that for 
waves including also shorter components (such as considered bi-harmonic waves and «vessel-like» wave 
trains), it is the dispersive theory which gives a much more accurate and sensible results.


